
ASSAULT
HEAVY-DUTY, BIODEGRADABLE

WATER-BASED DEGREASER
 * ECONOMICAL * FREE RINSING
 * DOES NOT LEAVE A FILM * BIODEGRADABLE
 * FOAM CONTROLLED * RUST INHIBITED
 * NONFLAMMABLE * NONTOXIC
 * NO OFFENSIVE ODOR * NONCORROSIVE

USE SAFELY ON MOST WASHABLE SURFACES

 * GREASY SURFACES * METAL SURFACES
 * CONCRETE FLOORS * SWIMMING POOLS
 * KITCHEN WALLS * STAINLESS STEEL
 * OVENS * ALUMINUM
 * PRINTING PLANTS * WHITE SIDEWALLS
 * BOAT EXTERIORS * PLASTIC & FIBERGLASS
 * ENGINES & MOTORS * SCRUBBING MACHINES

Net Contents 1 Gallon

Sold by:
PRO CHEM, INC.
1475 Bluegrass Lakes Pkwy
ALPHARETTA, GA 30004
TO REORDER CALL 1-800-241-8180

DESCRIPTION
This product is a complex, water-based formulation 
designed to effectively perform as a heavy-duty cleaner/ 
degreaser. It is formulated with a chemical-penetrating 
emulsifier that reacts, suspends and floats away stubborn 
greases and soils that normally do not respond to weaker, 
all-water products or to normally flammable, all-solvent 
products. However, it is still gentle on the hands. In 
addition, this formulation is scientifically controlled to be 
extremely powerful, nontoxic and biodegradable. Further-
more, it contains a special rust inhibitor that makes it safe 
to use on metal surfaces. The powerful ingredients in this 
product are designed to mix with water. Therefore, it is 
economical and provides a safe, fast-cleaning action. Just 
spray it on, and wipe or hose it off for a clean, bright 
surface.

DIRECTIONS
EXTRA HEAVY-DUTY - Dilute ASSAULT with equal parts 
of water. Rinse.
HEAVY-DUTY - Dilute 1 part ASSAULT with 5 to 8 parts of 
water. Agitate with a brush if necessary. Rinse.
MEDIUM-DUTY - Dilute 1 part of ASSAULT with 10 to 12 
parts of water. Rinse.
LIGHT-DUTY - Dilute 1 part of ASSAULT with 40 parts of 
water. Rinse.
May be used in high-pressure washers (hot or cold) or in a 
steam cleaner. May be diluted up to 50 to 1 in these 
applications. May also be applied by mop, sprayer, soak or 
automatic scrubber.

KEEP FROM FREEZING

* May  be used manually or in an automatic scrubber
* Aggressive cleaner/degreaser-requires little scrubbing
* Flexible-may be used in many different applications 
*  When diluted at 10:1 or greater is safe to use on anodized   
aluminum. 
Do not use undiluted on composition floors (resilient tile) or on 
water-based, painted surfaces.  In case of contact with glass, 
rinse glass well. When applying to aluminum or magnesium, 
rinse well. Good industrial safety practices should include 
adequate ventilation and the use of rubber gloves as with use 
of any other chemical.
Signal Word: DANGER

Corrosive Liquid N.O.S.
(Contains: Caustic Potash)
Hazard Statements: 
Causes severe skin burns and eye 
damage.
Precautionary Statements:
Wash face, hands and any exposed 
skin thoroughly after handling. Store 
locked up. Dispose of contents/con-
tainer to an approved waste disposal 
plant.

First aid:
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with 
water for several minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present and easy to 
do. Continue rinsing. 
IF ON SKIN (or hair): Remove/Take 
off immediately all contaminated 
clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower.
IF INHALED: If breathing is difficult, 
remove to fresh air and keep in a 
position comfortable for breathing.  
IF SWALLOWED: rinse mouth. Do 
NOT induce vomiting. Get medical 
advise/attention if you feel unwell.

Product Code #2620

CAUTION:
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN

See Side Panel for Additional Precautionary Statements
FOR INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE ONLY

INGREDIENTS                                                 CAS#
2-Butoxyethanol.......................................111-76-2
Sodium Metasilicate..............................6834-92-0
Potassium Hydroxide............................1810-58-3


